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Abstract. In an effort to enhance the efficiency of fertilizer use and minimize their negative 

impact on the environment, a novel biomass-based, functional controlled-release fertilizer was 

use to improve nutrient use efficiency and increase crop production systems for more 

sustainable agriculture practices. Here, biobased amino-oil (Priamine) mixtures were 

proposed as an outer coating with different layers for the control of phosphorus release from 

diammonium Phosphate (DAP). These hydrophobic coatings conferred excellent barrier 

properties and flexibility to coatings. The morphological characterization of the coated 

fertilizer was performed by Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM), and Electronic 

Diffraction X-ray (EDX) maping, and revealed the formation of a cohesive film and a good 

adhesion between DAP fertilizer and coating film. The release rate of nutrients (phosphate) in 

water was investigated by UV-Vis spectrophotometer. The effect of coating thickness was 

investigated on release time and diffusion coefficient of phosphor release in distilled water. 

Release time increased with the coating thickness. The diffusion coefficient of nutrient release 

decreased with the coating thickness. Compared with uncoated granule which is totally 

solubilized after less than 2 hours, the P release profiles of the coated granules reached the 

equilibrium stage approximatively after 98 and 126 hours when the DAP is coated with only 

Priamine single-layer (1L) and double-layer (2L), respectively. Moreover, the strategy 

adopted has successfully provided a very slow release and long-term availability of nutrients 

sources with biobased coating oil compared to uncoated fertilizer (DAP) and therefore 

exhibited promising application for sustainable development of modern agriculture and 

circular economic.  
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Introduction 
 

The world population is expected to grow in next years and will approach 9 billion by 2050, 

(Alexandratos and Bruinsma, 2012; FAO, 2009) requiring a corresponding increase in crop 

production and food supply (c.a 40% for cereal production
 
(Maxmen, 2013)). Obviously, 

there availability of croplands is limited. To meet the food demand of the world population 

and to tackle the issues of food security through sustainable agriculture, much attention has 

been paid to fertilizers which gain prime importance in the research and development of 

modern agriculture practices (Majeed et al., 2015). World demand for total fertilizer nutrients 

(N, P, K) is estimated to grow at 1.6 percent per annum from 2015 to 2019 (FAO, 2016). 

However, most of the commercially uncoated fertilizers, so far, are well-known for low 

efficiency of plant nutrients uptake due to losses on farmlands for various reasons such as 

runoff, leaching and volatilization (Azeem et al., 2014). These factors not only lead to 

financial losses but also induce risks for the environment and waste of energy related to their 

productions. (Entry and Sojka, 2008) Slow controlled-release fertilizer (SRF) is put forward 

as a new technology to solve the problem of low fertilizer use efficiency and to satisfy the 

increasing demand (Azeem et al., 2014; Majeed et al., 2015;  Trenkel , 1997).  The 

Association of American Plant Food Control Officials (AAPFCO) has defined the SRF as a 

fertilizer containing a plant nutrient in a form which delays its availability for plant uptake 

and use after application or which extends its availability to the plant significantly longer than 

a reference ‘rapidly available nutrient fertilizer’ such as urea, diammonium phosphate…(Fu et 

al., 2018) 

Phosphorus (P) is an essential nutrient for life, and its management is a problem that affects 

global food security
 
(Makowski et al., 2014). However, the acidity and high percentages of 

iron-and aluminum-based compounds in the soils reduce the efficiency of phosphate 

fertilizers as a result of strong phosphorus (P) fixation, which decreases the availability of this 

nutrient to plants (Trenkel, 1997). The demand for P fertilizers is increasing, while access to 

its sources is becoming uncertain due to limited resources and geopolitical concerns.(Penuelas 

et al., 2013) The world phosphate fertilizer demand will reach 45.8 Million tons in 2020, 

while it was 41.7 Million tons in 2013 (FAO, 2017), and was increased annually by 2.0 from 

2015 to 2019 (FAO, 2016). However, only 10−20% of P is taken up by the plant
 
due to the 

low efficiency of soil P fertilizers (Timilsena et al., 2015). Such losses can be minimized by 

controlling nutrient release and maintaining a temporally homogeneous availability of 

phosphate at moderate levels in soil. By using P fertilizers coating, SRF has been used to 

increase the bioavailability of P fertilizers in soils (Giroto et al., 2017). The efficiency of P 
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SRFs is usually greater than that of uncoated fertilizers (Fertahi et al., 2019; Garcia, 1997; 

García, 1997). More recently, an almost exponential growth in publications has been noted on 

the benefits of SRF to human society using polymeric material coatings (Chawakitchareon et 

al., 2016; Fu et al., 2018; Li et al., 2017; Majeed et al., 2015). Synthetic polymers are 

considered potential and attractive candidates for mineral fertilizer coatings in order to avoid 

fast dissolution. Some of the most commonly synthetic polymers used in the literature are 

polyethylene, (Salman et al., 1989) polyurethane,
 

(Ma et al., 2013) polysulfone, 

(Tomaszewska and Jarosiewicz 2006), etc. Nutricote ®, Osmocote ® and Polyon ® are 

important manufactured synthetic polymer coatings (Trenkel, 1997).
 

However, these 

polymers have shown many drawbacks, such as their high prices and their negative impact on 

the environment. According to Trenkel (Trenkel, 1997),
 
the use of polymeric materials in 

coatings could lead to an undesirable accumulation of plastic residues of up to 50 kg/ha/year. 

To reduce soil pollution and price, concentrated efforts have been put into developing 

environmentally friendly coating materials. These Biobased polymers (carbohydrates, lignin, 

agriculture residues, etc) are an alternative to petroleum-based polymers, which gained recent 

research interest due to their low-cost, renewability, ecosystem friendliness, availability, 

sustainability and degree of functionality (Azeem et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018; Majeed et 

al., 2015). Indeed, there is a necessity to develop further alternatives with environ-mentally 

friendly coating materials and technologies for SRF (Fertahi et al., 2019).
 
In fact, the 

depletion of petroleum resources, price fluctuation and negative environmental effect of 

petroleum-based polymer materials, biomass sources have attracted much attention to replace 

petroleum-based polymer materials with partially or fully bio-based polymers from abundant 

renewable materials (Belgacem et al., 2008). Recently, bio-based epoxy coating was prepared 

from the liquefied bagasse and bisphenol-A diglycidyl ether. The chemical structure and 

microscopic morphology of these materials were characterized by FTIR, 
1
H NMR, SEM, and 

the nutrient release behaviors were also studied showing a significantly slowed nitrogen 

release rate (Lia et al., 2018). More recently, a fertilizer coated with triple superphosphate 

(TSP) fertilizer with slow-release and water retention properties was synthetized using lignin 

extracted from olive pomace (OP) biomass and k-carrageenan biopolymer composites to 

study the impact of their properties on TSP phosphorus release (Fertahi et al., 2019). The 

impact of plasticizer addition (PEG 2000) on lignin-k-carrageenan formulation properties and 

phosphorus release was also investigated. Lignin-carrageenan-PEG@TSP released only 

13.51% of phosphorus after 6 h compared to 72% for uncoated TSP (Fertahi et al., 2019). 
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Vegetable oils are excellent renewable resources, available everywhere, and cleaner than 

fossil energy sources, and used as a raw material for resin preparation including vegetable oil-

based polyurethane (PU) (Caillol et al., 2013; Desroches et al., 2012; Lligadas et al., 2010; 

        , 2008) and polyepoxide thermosets (Auvergne et al., 2014; Stemmelen et al., 2011). 

Hence, Bortoletto et al., (Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016) studied the kinetic releases of coated 

urea with natural-oil-based PUs produced from soybean and castor oils and 4,4’-

diphenylmethane diisocyanate. These PUs exhibited a good compatibility with urea and 

controlled the release of nitrogen over very long periods of time (40-75 days). Transgenic 

soybean oil was successfully converted into bio-based PUs through chemical reactions (Liu et 

al., 2016). These PUs modified with hydroxyl-terminated dimethyl silicone had better 

performance as the coating materials for controlled-release fertilizer, by reducing the coating 

porosity, and increasing the water-contact angle of the coating material. Cruz et al., ( Cruz et 

al., 2017) proposed to use a castor oil based hydrophobic PU to control the phosphorus 

release from diammonium phosphate (DAP) granules. The release of P into water and its 

delivery behavior and availability into the soil was evaluated. The retention of phosphorus is 

governed by the percentage of used coating (ca. with 9.0 wt % PU resulted in around 70% 

phosphorus release after about 500 h). Novel biobased polyurethane (PU) was synthesized by 

using waste frying oil-based polyol (WFOP) (Liu et al., 2017) or waste palm oil-based polyol 

(WPOP)
 
(Liu et al., 2018) and  isocyanate for SRFs. In the case of WFOP, epoxy resin 

diglycidyl ether of bisphenol A (EP) was used to modify the coating in order to improve the 

properties of the film. The results showed that 20% EP in the   coating increased the cross-

linking density by 77.9%, reduced   the coating porosity by 28%, and thus slowed the 

nutrient   release from the PU significantly. Biobased cyclic carbonate from vegetables oils is 

also a promising route towards renewable and environmentally friendly Non-Isocyanate 

Polyurethanes (NIPU) because isocyanates are harmful and suspected to be carcinogenic 

(Arnold et al., 2012). In fact, the reaction between biobased carbonates oils and amines offers 

an interesting pathway to renewable polyhydroxyurethanes (PHUs) as new generation of 

polyurethane (PU) coatings (Carré et al., 2019; Moritz and Rolf, 2012). The synthesis of 

biobased diamine from vegetable oils was reported (Froidevaux et al., 2016). Fully biobased 

dimer diamines are commercially available building block (Priamine) and are suitable as 

hardeners for the synthesis of various biobased polymers (Dworakowska et al., 2015; 

Ecochard et al., 2019; Negrell et al., 2017). However, the fully or partially biobased PU, and 

polyepoxide coatings for SRF prepared from vegetable oils are expensive and need multistep 

of organics processes (modification of the vegetables oil, polymerization…), and also use 
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organic solvents. Therefore, the present article proposes the use of commercial Priamine 

dimer diamines oil as a coating for SRF (DAP). This biobased amino oil is hydrophobic, 

giving excellent barrier properties to coatings and yet provides excellent flexibility and impact 

resistance to materials. Another important advantage of the dimer diamine is its low viscosity 

allowing use in high solid contents and even solvent-free formulations. However, to the best 

of our knowledge, the coating of fertilizers with only vegetable oils has never been reported. 

Therefore, this article describes for the first time, the use of amino oil (Priamine 1071 
®

) as 

biobased coating for SRF. The objectives of the present work are : (i) to prepare different 

coatings of Priamine 1071 ® with and without solvent for DAP fertilizer, (ii) the 

morphological characterisations of the coated DAP on the surface and cross section, (iii) the 

evaluation of their properties on DAP phosphorus release and the effect of the coating 

thickness, and finally (iv) the study of the kinetic of the P release in terms of diffusion 

coefficient and order of the reaction.  

 

Materials and Methods 
 

Materials 

Priamine 1071® was purchased from Croda (Netherlands).  Diammonium Phosphate (DAP), 

a granular phosphate fertilizer (46% P2O5), is a gift from OCP Group, Morocco. 

Tetrahydrofuran (THF) was supplied from Aldrich and used without purification. 

 

Preparation and characterization of coating DAP fertilizers 

Granules of DAP fertilizer (50 g) were sieved to select homogeneous granules with diameters 

of 2-4 mm and then placed into a rotary drum (32 rpm). Pure Priamine and Priamine solution 

in THF (1wt/0.5 v) were used as coatings to encapsulate the fertilizers.  They were poured on 

the surfaces of rotating DAP fertilizers using a needle glass syringe.  Then, the coated 

fertilizers with biobased oil without and with solvent were dried at room temperature and at 

60 °C, respectively. This operation was repeated a second time on the coated DAP (first layer) 

to form a second layer.  The resulting coated fertilizers were referred to as Priamine xL and 

Priamine /THF xL where x indicates the number of the layers.  

The quality of the coatings was first evaluated by deposition onto glass slides, with selection 

of the conditions that resulted in the most visually homogeneous layers.  

The percentage of the coating material was calculated by the following equation (1). 

 

     

  
                Eq. 1 
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where m2 and m1 are the weights of the fertilizer after and before coating, respectively.   

 

Infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analyses were performed in transmittance mode with a Perkin 

Elmer 1725X spectrometer. The spectra were scanned within the 400-4000 cm−1 range.  

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM). The morphological characterization of uncoated and 

coated fertilizer (DAP) was performed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) (TESCAN-

VEGA 3) with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV (mode image), and coupled to an energy-

dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis system. Indeed, elemental mapping showing the spatial 

distribution of elements in the analyzed surface was also examined by SEM. For analysis, the 

granules were cut in half with a razor blade and fixed on a support, and the samples were 

dispersed on a carbon ribbon attached to the surface of a metal disc with double-sided 

adhesive tape. For thickness measurements of coating layers, the drawing rule option of SEM 

was used, and the measurements of different areas on each granule were performed     
 

Phosphorus Release behavior of coated DAP in water 

100 mg of uncoated and coated DAP granules were placed in Beaker of 250 ml of distilled 

water at room temperature. The system was homogenized with slight stirring continuously. 

After different time intervals, 0.1 ml of different solutions were diluted 100 times to maintain 

the absorbance values in the calibrate rang of the spectrophotometer, and sampled for the 

phosphorus determination. All the release experiments were carried out in triplicate.  

The phosphorus concentration was determinated following the methodology described by 

AFNOR T90-022 (AFNOR, 1997), involving the preparation of a mixed reagent (5 mL of 2.8 

g/l antimony and potassium tartrate solution + 50 mL of sulfuric acid (15%) + 15 mL of 40 g/l 

ammonium molybdate + 30 mL of distilled water to complete the volume to 100 mL) together 

with the ascorbic acid solution (20 g/l). 

10 mL of diluted sample were added to 2 mL of the mixed reagent + 0.5 mL of ascorbic acid 

solution. This mixed solution was stirred for 30 min at room temperature, forming a blue 

complex which was subsequently analyzed at wavelength of 880 nm using an Ultraviolet-

Visible (UV-Vis) spectrophotometer (UV-2600, Shimadzu).  

 

Mathematical modeling  

Mathematical modeling is essential to gain deeper insight in understanding the release 

mechanism and predicting the release of nutrients through the coating material. The P release 

characteristics of the Priamine-coated DAP was investigated using a semi-empirical Ritger–

Peppas model equation 2 (Ritger and Peppas, 1987): 
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               Eq.2 

 

where Mt and M∞ represent the amount of nutriment released at time t and at equilibrium 

respectively, k is the diffusion constant, which depends on the type of coating material, t is 

the release time and n is a diffusional exponent characterizing the release mechanism. 

(Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016) 

Diffusion coefficient (D) was calculated from Equation 3:  

  

  
   

  

   
 
   

              Eq.3 

where l is the thickness of the composite film 

 

 

 

Results and discussion 
 

Structure, properties and characterization of Priamine 1071 

Only one producer, Croda (Netherlands) (CRODA, 2019) has developed a new type of 

vegetable oil derived amine, based on its own biobased fatty acid dimer technology. In the 

terms of chemical structure, Priamine 1071 used in this study is a dimer fatty amines that 

results from the dimerization (Diels–Alder mechanism) of fatty acids followed by an 

amination reaction (Fig. 1) (Bonnot, 2017; Carré et al., 2019; Ecochard et al., 2019). 

 

 

Insert Fig.1 

 

The fatty acids were obtained from vegetable oil (e.g. soybean oil) by chemical conversion. 

Primaine 1071 is well known for its hydrophobic nature, apolar structure, high flexibility, and 

low Tg, which confers flexibility to polymer therefrom. Indeed, this amino oil is a low 

viscosity that can be used in systems with far less solvent or even solvent-free or low VCO 

formulations. Table 1 summarizes the typical characteristics of Priamine 1071.  

Insert Table 1 

These properties give to formulators a great flexibility as the dimer diamine functional is 

leading supplier of building blocks polymers with 100% renewable carbon used solely or as a 

cohardener and make them suitable for the synthesis of various biobased polymers such as 
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sustainable coatings, adhesives, foams and engineering plastics (Aboudzadeh, 2014; 

Dworakowska et al., 2015; Ecochard et al., 2019; Negrell et al., 2017; Wł ch    al. , 2018). In 

fact, Priamine has been used in developing bio-based epoxy materials and foams from 

microalgal oil (Negrell et al., 2017) and from epoxidized cardanol (Dworakowska et al., 

2015). Aza-Michael addition on acrylated linseed oil (AELO) was performed to synthetize 

biobased bulk thermosets without any catalyst, Priamine 1071 was used as a cross-linker with 

AELO (Ecochard et al., 2019). Indeed, poly(ether-urethane-urea)s were prepared using 

Priamine 1071 as a chain extender (Wł ch    al. , 2018). Such diamine was recently reported 

in polyhydroxyurethane (PHU) synthesis (Carré et al., 2019; Moritz and Rolf, 2012). These 

biobased polymers prepared from Priamine 1071 can be used as coatings for SRF. However, 

their preparations require several steps including the organic and polymerization reactions 

using organic solvents and therefore expensive. So we have choose to use only the Priamine 

oil as coating for DAP fertilizes due to it feature properties. In fact, fully Biobased organic 

diamine oil (Priamine 1071) with a long aliphatic chain is known for its good water 

repellency nature and hydrophobic nature which confers excellent sealant and protective 

properties.  In addition, its high flexibility leads to an improved impact and crack resistance. 

For these reasons, Priamine 1071 has been chosen as coating to encapsulate the phosphates 

fertilizers for slow release of nutriments by controlling nutrient release and maintaining a 

temporally homogeneous availability of phosphate taken up by the plant. 

In contrast to organic diamine vegetal oil, mineral oil was used to improve the physical 

quality of fertilizers. In fact, OCP uses mineral amino oil to encapsulate fertilizers produced 

by granulation technique. The acceptability of the fertilizers in the market is not only 

determined by their nutrient content but also by their physical quality, granular fertilizers 

should have appropriate mechanical strength to resist to significant fracturing and creation of 

excessive dust during the handling or transport and storage process to meet the market needs 

(Hignett, 1985). The amine value of Priamine 1071 is close to 205 mg KOH/g (Table 2). 

Fig.S1 (In Electronic Supporting Information, ESI)) displays its IR spectrum. Two weaker 

bands absorption from 3250-3500 cm
-1 were observed and assigned to the stretching vibration 

of primary amines (-NH2).  Another strong absorption bands located at 2923 and 2853 cm
-1 

are characteristic of the -C–H stretching mode of aliphatic oil (Fig. S1, ESI). The absorption 

bands at 1575 cm
-1

 and in the range 1300-1580 cm
-1

 are attributed to the bending vibration of 

N-H and C-H aliphatic bonds, respectively. In addition, the weak absorption located at 1156 

cm
-1

 was assigned to the C-N vibration bond.  
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Coated DAP Fertilizer Properties. Physicochemical and Morphological Characterization 

of Coated DAP Fertilizers  

Granules of DAP fertilizer were sieved to select homogeneous granules with diameters of          

2-4 mm and then coated using Priamine ® with and without solvent and by repeating the 

coating process 2 times. THF was used to reduce the viscosity of the oil and therefore the 

thickness or the percentage of the resulting coatings compared to the pure Priamine in order to 

study the effect of the coating thickness on the kinetic of P release.  

The percentages of the different coating materials calculated according to equation (1) are 

shown in Table 2. 

Insert Table 2 

Fig.2A presents a visual aspect of the coated DAP fertilizer granules compared to uncoated 

DAP, which clearly indicates that DAP granules were completely covered by the film coating. 

The visual aspect of the granules coated by Priamine 1071 were brown. 

 

Insert Fig. 2 

The hydrogen bonding between hydrogen phosphate (HPO4
2-

) of the DAP fertilizer and the 

amino groups (-NH2) of Priamine coating agent is responsible of the adhesion between both 

compounds. Similar results were reported by Carmon et al. (Carmona and Rodriguez, 1987) 

and Daud et al. (Daud et al., 2014) who studied the hydrogen bonding between phosphate and 

amino acid side chain, and between amino acids in protein molecules, respectively. Fig.3B 

shows the suggested mechanism of adhesion between DAP and Priamine 1071®. 

To understand the profile of the coating between the fertilizer and the Priamine 1071, the 

microscopic morphology of the surface and cross-section of uncoated DAP and their coated 

by both Priamine with and without solvent was observed from the scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM).  

The SEM of the granule and the surface of uncoated and coated DAP with Priamine 1L and 

2L with and without solvent are shown, respectively in Fig 3.  

 

Insert Fig.3 

Fig. 3a showed that the surface of uncoated DAP presented a rough structure. When this 

surface was enlarged 1000 times, some pin holes and irregular morphology were obviously 
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observed in Fig 3b. These cavities and cracks in the surface might be easily permeated by 

water molecules, then resulting in the quick release of nutrients from uncoated DAP fertilizer 

(Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016; Lia et al., 2018). When the DAP granules were covered by the 

Priamine, the coatings showed a smoother surface than that of uncoated DAP (Fig. 3e,f) 

(Zhang et al. , 2016).
 
When different amounts of Priamine coatings were used, the coating 

shells also exhibited different surfaces (Zhang et al. , 2016). The one with 8.97 % of Priamine 

single layer (1L) (Fig 3f) showed a smoother than the other one coated with Priamine/THF 

(1L) with a small amount (5.52% of coating) (Fig 3e). In fact, the biobased oil coating has a 

high flexibility resulting in an improved impact and crack resistance. Indeed, its low viscosity 

conferred to the shell coatings a compact structure and covered all the cavities and cracks in 

the surface of the uncoated DAP fertilizers when the percentage of coating increased leading 

to a smooth surface (Fig 3f). With its good water repellency, hydrophobic nature, Priamine 

brings excellent barrier properties and thus moderated the P release rate (Behin and Sadeghi, 

2016). 

The microscopic structures of the coated DAP were also obtained by using SEM, Fig.4 shows 

the cross-section micrographs SEM of the Priamine coating materials.  

 

Insert Fig.4 

As shown in Fig. 4A-B, the formation of cohesive films with different thicknesses were 

observed. The border and adhesion between DAP and the film coating was irregular and some 

times difficult to observe, most likely due to the nonspherical shape and irregular surface of 

the initial DAP granules (Fertahi et al., 2019; Lia et al., 2018). However, when the Priamine 

coating was used without solvent (Fig. 4B), the best interfacial quality was observed and 

appeared more compact and uniform than those of Priamine/THF (Zhang et al., 2016). This 

reflects the improved interaction and, therefore, the best accommodation between the DAP 

and the biobased oil coatings, which allowed us to obtain coatings with better adhesion 

(Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016). 

The thicknesses of different coated DAP granules were also determined and were found to be 

significantly different depending on the nature of the coating and their percentages (1L or 2L) 

For each coating, the measurements were taken at four different locations and the average 

thickness was calculated (Table 1) (Behin and Sadeghi, 2016; Lubkowski et al. , 2019). The 

thickness of different coatings based on Priamine were displayed in Fig.2S (ESI). The results 

showed that the average thickness is approximately 15 μm and 25 μm f    h  DA  c a  d by 
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Priamine/THF corresponding to single-layer (1L) and double-layer (2L), respectively. 

However, the thickness increased when Priamine was used as coating and was closed to 65 

μm and 85 μm f   1L and 2L, respectively. The thicknesses of the double coated films are 

approximately 1.3 and 1.6 times higher compared to the single layer of both coating films, 

respectively.
 
However, the increment of the thickness was not directly proportional to the 

number of coatings
 
(Ahmad et al. , 2014). When the subsequent coating was added, the first 

layer of polymer coat could be slightly dissolved into the second layer, which possibly 

explains such a condition (Ahmad et al., 2014). This observation is also supported by similar 

findings reported by Tomaszewska and Jarosiewicz (Tomaszewska and Jarosiewicz, 2002). 

The difference of the average thickness of both coatings was attributed to high viscosity of 

Priamine compare the lower viscosity obtained when THF solvent was used. Therefore, high 

thickness, compacted and good adhesion between the granule and the coating were obtained 

by reducing the pores sizes which became smaller as the coating percentage increased (Behin 

and Sadeghi, 2016) (Fig. 3). 

The thickness of the coating is an important parameter that can significantly govern the 

nutrient release (Ahmad et al. , 2014; Tomaszewska and Jarosiewicz 2006). On the other 

hand, the coating percentage showed an inverse relation with the release rate of the fertilizer 

(Section 3.3).  

The performance of Priamine coatings associated with the surface morphology was also 

studied using SEM coupled with the Energy Dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX). The EDX 

images of uncoated and covered DAP with the single layer of Priamine coatings are illustrated 

in Fig. 3S. The corresponding chemical composition are also shown in Fig. 4S. Table 3 

summarizes the obtained results of EDX analysis. 

According to the EDXs results of uncoated DAP, the percentage of nutriment elements 

Nitrogen (16.2%) and Phosphorus (22.1%) are close to those reported by the OCP Company 

(N 18%, and P 20.1% (or 46% as P2O5)) (OCP , 2019). Other elements with low percentage 

such as S and Ca were also obtained. The detected carbon (3.8 %) corresponds to that used 

during the metallization of the DAP granule in order to make the analyzed sample surface 

conductive and to detect it later in the SEM analysis. 

Compared to uncoated DAP, the addition of Priamine coatings showed high carbon contents, 

with values closed to 85.5 % and 77.8 % when DAP were coated with Priamine with and 

without solvent, respectively. The measured mass fraction of carbon is related to the total 

mass including coating used during the SEM analysis. In addition, the percentage of N 

decreases when the DAP was covered by Priamine coatings, and is below the value of 
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uncoated DAP (16.2%). The increased carbon content on the surface of the coating is 

attributed to the Priamine structure as Biobased oil with carbon chains and bearing amino 

groups (Fig 1). The difference of carbon percentages between Priamine with and without THF 

(Table 3) is attributed to the percentage of coating which is higher when the Priamine was 

used alone (Table 1). On the other hand, the lower coating film thickness is responsible for 

the decreased carbon percentage in both coatings based on Priamine. 

The small traces of phosphorus detected in Priamine/THF (2.7%) could be attributed to the 

presence of some microspores on the surface of the Priamine/THF coating which has low 

percentage of coating with a thin layer of negligible thickness (5.5 %; thickness: 15 μm,    

Table 1). The porosity of this formulation was responsible for the diffusion of the P ions to 

the external surface of the granule which leads to the presence of the small traces of P in these 

analyzed surfaces (Matos et al. , 2017). The absence of P  n  h  “sh ll” lay   of DAP coated 

by pure Priamine confirmed the good adhesion and absence of pores in this coating, which 

resulted is in good agreement with the SEM characterization. 

 

Insert Table 3 

The spatial distribution of the elements (C, N, O, and P) on the cross sections containing the 

interface between the DAP and Priamine coatings was investigated by the elemental mapping 

using EDX (Fig. 5).  

 

Insert Fig.5  

Nitrogen, oxygen and phosphorus which are the compounds of DAP granule are 

homogeneously distributed on its cross-section structure (Fig. 5a) (Matos et al. , 2017; Pereira 

et al. , 2017). 

The EDX analysis has also proved that carbon from Priamine structure occurred in the layer 

of biobased amino oil coating (Fig. 5b and 6c) (Li et al. , 2018; Lubkowski et al. , 2019). The 

structure of the formed layer was homogeneous. Carbon atoms distributed regularly in the 

coating layer (Shell) with a good adhesion between granule fertilizer and coating. Indeed, the 

   am n  d  sn’  p n   a    n    h  g anul  c   . 

 

Slow release of Phosphorous from coated and uncoated DAP Fertilizers 

The Phosphorus release profiles were obtained from the procedures described by Li et al
 
(Li et 

al. , 2018) and Pereira et al. (Pereira et al. , 2012). 
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Considering the practical application of DAP fertilizer granules as a macronutrient fertilizer, 

the sustainable release behavior of the coated granules with Priamine was measured to 

evaluate their application prospects in agriculture. Fig. 6 displays the percentage of P released 

in water versus time of the four coated DAP from Priamine with different layers and the 

uncoated DAP at pH 7 and room temperature. The release behavior showed two stages. In 

fact, the release rate of coated DAP with both Priamine coatings and different layers increased 

rapidly from 0 to 5-10 h (1
st
 stage: fast release, in insert of Fig. 6), and gradually increased 

from 5-10 to 90-125 h (2
sd

 stage: slow release), and finally reached an equilibrium (complete 

release) after 125-150 h.  

Insert Fig. 6 

Fig. 6 shows also that the nutriment solubilisation rate in water is much slower in the case of 

encapsulated fertilizers (single and double layers) than for uncoated DAP. In fact, compared 

with uncoated granule which is totally solubilized after less than 2 hours, the P release 

profiles of the coated granules reached the equilibrium stage approximatively after 98 and 126 

hours when the DAP is coated with only Priamine single-layer (1L) and double-layer (2L), 

respectively. Indeed, the time to reach maximum concentration of P release is 72 and 84 times 

than the corresponding uncoated DAP, when the DAP is covered with Priamine/THF 1L and 

2L, respectively, indicating significant slower P release properties.  

The thickness of the coating is an important parameter that can significantly control nutrient 

release (Ahmad et al. , 2014; Jarosiewicz and Tomaszewska, 2003). Ahmad et al.
 
(Ahmad et 

al. , 2014) showed that a high thickness resulted in a low phosphate release rate due to the 

formation of a long resistance path, which hinders the diffusion of P. They also showed that 

within 10 days, coated pellets with a thickness of 63 μm released 325 g P/m
3
, while the 

release with a thickness of 128 μm was 225 g P/m
3
. Indeed, Cruz et al. (Cruz et al., 2017) 

reported that the DAP coated with castor polyurethane coatings with 3.0 and 4.5 wt% coating 

percentage exhibited significant delays in phosphorus release, with 80% release reached in 50 

h for 3.0wt% and 75 h for 4.5wt%.  

In our case, the obtained results indicated that thicker Priamine/THF coatings can change the 

maximum nutrient availability toward longer periods. In fact, the maximum dissolution rate 

was obtained after 144 h for the DAP coated with 4.5 wt% (thickness = 15 μm), whereas, 

those covered with 9.95 wt % (thickness = 25 μm) of coating resulted in maximum release at 

168 h. Similar results were obtained when DAP is coated with only Priamine with single (8.9 

%, 65 μm) and double layers (14.2 %, 85 μm). This fact is associated with the reduction in the 
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number of pinholes which are the primary path for P release from coated DAP (Behin and 

Sadeghi, 2016). 

In order to investigate the nutrients release mechanism from the coated DAP granules  in 

water, the n and k values are estimated from the linear regression of     
  

   
  versus         

for the uncoated DAP and encapsulated DAP with amino-oil /solvent and without solvent 

using the Ritger-Peppas model (Eq 2) (Ritger and Peppas, 1987).
 
This model can be used to 

describe the release rate of fertilizers from polymeric devices. In the case of n  0.5, the 

nutrient release mechanism is Fickian diffusion. When n=1, the transport mechanism 

dominates, leading to zero-order release. If the n value is ranging between 0.5 and 1, the 

nutrient release behavior can be regarded as the superposition of the above two phenomena, 

which is called anomalous transport driven by a combination of diffusion and relaxation of 

the coating matrix (Xu et al. , 2014). F   n  alu s > 1,   ’s assum d  ha   h s  nd ca  s a s   ng 

influence of the coating on retarding the release, which is gradually allowing the diffusion 

(accelerating the process) by opening pores or degrading the structure (Bortoletto-Santos et 

al., 2016; Cruz et al., 2017; Lubkowski et al. , 2019). 

The k, n, and D values for P release from the two Priamine coatings (single and double layers) 

corresponding to the 1
st
 and 2

sd
 release stages were obtained, and the resulting data are 

summarized in Table 4. The correlation coefficient (R
2
) was >0.90 in all cases. 

 

Insert Table 4 

For the fast release (1
st 

stage), table 1 showed an exponent (n) greater than 1 for both Priamine 

coating (except for the uncoated DAP, n0.5), indicating that the diffusion occured from the 

pores in the coating, which gradually become modified by the diffusion process itself. Thus, 

this behavior is called non-Fickian diffusion process (Cruz et al., 2017). 

Controlled release of nitrogen and phosphorus from the coated materials with polyurethane 

coatings from castor oil reported similar behavior where the n values are above unity 

(Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016; Cruz et al., 2017). However, for the slow release related to the 

second stage, the n values of the diffusion exponent were ranged between 0.09 and 0.25 

(n<0.5, Table 4) indicating that the mechanism release is a Fickian diffusion process (i.e., a 

typical diffusion trough coating thickness (Bortoletto-Santos et al., 2016; Li et al. , 2019). 

It is also noticed that the values of k release factor increased when the percentage of coating 

decreased and vice versa. For example, when the DAP was coated with Priamine /THF, the k 

value of fast release (Table 4) decreased from 12.37 10
-2

 to 6.95 10
-2

 h
-1 

while the percentage 
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of coating increased from 5.52 (1L) to 9.95 % (2L), respectively. The same result was also 

confirmed for the slow release stage using both Priamine coatings (Table 4). This is attesting 

that the thickness of the coating is an important parameter that can significantly govern the 

nutrient release. Indeed, for the faster release k(Priamine/THF)>k(Priamine) for both coating 

thickness attesting that the P release is slower when the DAP was coated by Priamine. In fact, 

after 3h of immersion in water, the % P release was close to 10% for Priamine (2L) and 30% 

for Priamine/THF (2L) (Fig. 6, in insert). 

Hence, the diffusion coefficient estimation (D) of the nutrient release can be used as a design 

tool for the development of new controlled release fertilizers with known and desired release 

characteristics (Ni et al. , 2011). The data on diffusion coefficients of the P nutrient release 

from different Priamine samples for different coating thicknesses (1L and 2L) is given in 

Table 4. For the fast release (1
st
 stage), the transport of nutrient through the hydrophobic 

biobased amino oil coatings is expected to follow the non-Fickian or anomalous diffusional 

transport according to the diffusion exponent n. In this case, the diffusion coefficient 

decreased with the increase in coating thickness when the DAP was coated with Priamine, the 

diffusion coefficient (D) was calculated to be 13.96x10
-11

 to 7.55x10
-11

 cm
2
/s for Priamine 

single-lay   (8.97%, 65.00 μm) and d ubl -layer (14.14 %, 85.00 μm) coated fertilizer 

granules, respectively
 
(Azeem et al. , 2016). Indeed, for the slow release (Table 4),   ’s n   c d 

that the diffusion coefficient for Priamine single-layer (11.60x10
-11

 cm
2
/s) was higher than 

those of double-layer (10.27x10
-11

 cm
2
/s) explaining that the maximum concentration of P 

release was reached in 98 and 126 h when the DAP was covered with Priamine/THF 1L and 

2L, respectively. Majeed et al. (Majeed et al. , 2016) noticed that the coefficient D value 

reduced with increasing the amount of lignin in biodegraded composite films, from 2.1x10
-7

 

to 1.50 x10
-7

 cm
2
/s for urea cross-linked starch film reinforced with 5 and 20 (%wt. / %wt.) of 

lignin. respectively.  

The release behaviors were very complex and depended on the nature and amount of polymer 

matrix, cross-link density, polymer network behavior and elasticity, porosity (imperfections in 

the coating surface), thickness of the coating layer, water uptake, and coating preparation 

method (Fertahi et al., 2019). For these reasons, it is very difficult to compare different 

studies in the literature such polyurethane based on fatty oils. 

It should be noted that this full immersion experiment in water is very aggressive and may not 

correspond to real conditions in the field, where the moisture level is limited by the water 

retention capacity of the soil. So, in the future, these biobased oil mixtures will be tested to 

evaluate their slow phosphorus release properties under natural aerobic soil condition. 
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Conclusion 

A novel bio-based amino oil as low-cost and renewable resources was used as a green coating 

material for slow phosphorus release of diammonium phosphate (DAP) fertilizer to get 

slowed and continuous delivery of nutrients compared to uncoated DAP. Depending on the 

amount and the nature of the components of the coating materials (amino-oil and solvent), the 

obtained materials differed from each other regarding color, layer thickness. The hydrogen 

bonding between hydrogen phosphate (HPO4
2-

) of the DAP fertilizer and the amino groups     

(-NH2) of Priamine coating agent is responsible of the adhesion between both compounds.  

The morphological characterization of the coated fertilizer on the surface and cross section 

was performed by Scanning Electronic Microscopy (SEM), and Electronic Diffraction X-ray 

(EDX) maping, and revealed the formation of a cohesive film and a good adhesion between 

DAP fertilizer and the Priamine coatings. 

Compared with uncoated DAP granule which is totally solubilized after less than 2 hours, the 

P release profiles of the coated granules with Priamine/THF reached the equilibrium stage 

approximatively after 144 and 168 h when the coating thickness is 5.52 (single-layer (1L) and 

9.95 % (double-layer), respectively. The kinetic parameters (order reaction, diffusion 

coefficient) were also calculated and the relation structure and thickness of coatings- kinetic P 

releases was studied. These environment-friendly biobased amino oils with superior 

controlled release properties could be especially useful in sustainable agricultural 

applications.  
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Figures Captions 

Fig. 1 Idealized structure of Priamine 1071 
®

 (Ecochard et al., 2019). 

 

Fig.2 (A) Real image of (a) uncoated DAP, and coated DAP with Priamine (b) single-layer, 

(c) double-layer. (B) Proposed physical hydrogen bonding between DAP fertilizer and 

Priamine coating. 

 

Fig.3 SEM images of the granule (A) and of the surface (B) with different magnitudes:                 

uncoated DAP (a, d), and coated DAP single layer (b, e) with Priamine/THF and (c, f) Pure 

Priamine. 

 

Fig.4 SEM the cross-section section containing the interface between the DAP and Priamine 

coatings: (A) with THF and (B) without THF for different layers (1L and 2L). 

 

Fig.5 Electron image and chemical mapping of Carbone, Nitrogen, Oxygen and Phosphorus 

obtained from the cross-section of uncoated DAP (a), DAP coated Priamine/Solvent 1L (b) 

and DA  c a  d    am n  1L (c) (Ba  scal : 50 μm). 

 

 

Fig.6 Release rate of P in distilled water from uncoated DAP, and coated DAP with single-

layer and DAP coated double-layer of Priamine /THF and Priamine. 
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Tables Captions 

Table 1 The typical characteristics of Priamine 1071. 

 

Table 2. Percentage of coating materials with different layers (L). 

 

Table 3. Elemental composition from EDX analysis on the surface of uncoated and coated 

DAP Fertilizer. 

 

Table 4. Calculated kinetic parameters according to the Ritger-Peppas Model (released 

exponent (n), release factor (k) and diffusion coefficient (D)) for the two stages. 

 

 

 


